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ON AND CHANGE

•

By Professor LEON ROTH
HIS imposing volume .» a explained in the editor's IntroI revealing record of the rise auctory note that " by and large introduced it. But its total effect
is to leave the reader with a sense
*
and development of the theser philosophies
are
not
of inadequacy in the movement
4
nriddie-of-the-way ** movement in systematic statements; they reflect itself.
The historical section
modern American Judaism.
it
u $}$% t h c ambivalences and (Part I), within its necessary limits,
consists of three parts: {^e Origins the life is stronger than logic* gives a clear idea of the developof Cooservative Judaism, the outlook which characterise the ment of the movement and its
Since affiliations with similar movements
Philosophies
of
Conservative Conservative movement"
one
of
the
great
forces
In
the
Judaism, and the Attitudes of Conservative movement* and more
Conservative luiftoism^ and it is particularly in the seminary, of
made up b^ aii ordered selection recent years is Professor. Mordecat
of original addresses and essays
r a . pl S n; t h c "»plref «n4 organiser
produced Jf* tiie course of nearly a of •* Keconstructiontsm," it is fitting >
hundred years by the founders and that much of this part of the book
rnaintaineri of tfie movement from is taken up by his thinking.
Isaac Leeser* Sabato Morais, whether in his own words or jn
those; of his followers. Yet an
Alexander Kohut and Israel Fried- external
observer may be permitted
- laender, to those* still living.
to express regret that other views
are not given equal prominence.
Wit and Eloquence
For example, one would have liked
in this section something of the
A prominent position is occupied late
Louis Ginzberg or Solomon
throughout by Solomon Schechtcr, Goldman ; and why is Dr. Finkel.
not only because he took a clear stein represented in the whole
stand on all the important issues volume by one address onlv, and
confronting the.American Jewry of that of 1927?_
his time, and expounded it with wit
as well as eloquence, but-also and
_ Forward Step
more particularly because : he
shaped the- Jewish Thcolog cal*
Part 111 gives us an insight into
Seminary of America and strove to
e possibilities of a traditional
make it the creative centre of what approach to tradition and b a most
Solomon Schecbter (1850-1915)
he was fond himself of calling the interesting step forward.
It
"High Synagogue" or "Catholic contains the . Introductions to the
Israeli
:
Sabbath arid^ Festival Prayerbook elsewhere ; and the editor did well
The word "Catholic" bears the of the—United Synagogue of to reprint in translation a signifiof
Zechariah
overtones both of age and all* / America and to the Reconstruc- cant statement
"Fraenkel.
inclusiveness, " High-, those of tionist Prayerbppk in which new
tradition and ritual; and the lines of approach to the liturgy
Fraenkel, the founder of the
Schechterian ideal for the seminary arc described: inquiries intcr~ famous Monatsschrift and Principal
is well expressed in the " four Halacha in general and into the of the Breslau Seminary, was one
tested standards*4 of its present law of the Sabbath, in which such of the great Jewish "scholars of the
Vice-Chancellor'
(page
214): questions as the use of the electric nineteenth century, and he was
" 1. Scientific knowledge . of the light and travelling to synagogue friendly disposed to the (German)
whole of Judaism ; 2. Judaism as by car are treated as Halachic Reform movement in its early
a Torah-centred culture or civili- problems and discussed in the light stages. But just -as Morais and
sation ; 3. Klal Yisrael as a of standard Halachic authorities; Leeser in America took fright at
challenge to fashion ourselves inta -and a consideration of the basic the Pittsburgh programme, so dfd
a centre around whom and through premises and ends of Jewish educa- Fraenkel in Germany at the
whom Jews of all shades of belief tion in the United States today. "Frankfurt programme of 1845.
and opinion may experience their The whole volume is wound up by Like them he raised the cry of a
common kinship; 4. M Innovation a selection of statements on return to* the study of original
without regimentation.
sources and established a tradition
.- Zionism.
What
Conservative
Judaism
There are many wise things in of scholarship the fruits of which
means js discussed in Part II (the this important book, and the are still with us:
"philosophies"):
but
it
is
editor and compiler is to be '- Sut Fraenkel realised that, in
to be effective, scholars have
congratulated on the skill with order
4
' (Tradition and Cttmmt. Ffcr
which he 4 m
selected- and * an important duty" in addition
of tor?<xr*ativ« l«<ahm Edited by Rahht
assembled
so
various
a collection to that of research, and that is to
Mordecai Wasman, New York. I he Burning
fiuvh Press. 1958. pp. V +4T7. S4.50
and, in a notable . first survey, " guard the sense of piety of the
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an Israeli girl said
to me, *4 wejre finding out
what the real problems of
life are;** It was a surprising thing
for her to have said, considering
the career which lay behind her.
After leaving school she had joined
the Hagana, at a time when it was
still illegal, during the Bri:ish Mandate. Then and subsequently she
had acted as an aide to certain
officers who npw hold very high
-mrfc-indeed Tfcrrtie Armjr^rshe h^r
self, after, the Wai^lof liberation,
had remained in the Services, had
attained the rank of major, had
served in the south during the Sinai
campaign, and'after the campaign
had been offered further promotion.
This she had declined; she is now
a student of sociology at the
Hebrew University.
.
R ^ t to Speak
Thus, when she spoke of " w e "
she was speaking for a wfeple
generatbn of sabra** whose lives
hn}iert0 .have been given to the
service of the community and the
State; she had earned itt the hardest
possible way her right to speak for
this generation; not only in the
ngours she bsfself had undergone
but also k? a tragic and iiitimate
loss her family had suffered dttnng
the war. R©r these reasons another
remark she made is worth rec0sd»rt
** Up till ndw Ihings were
made easy for us^* die said,
were lucky people
There
h
if
to
us to settle dawn to> a^ life wttllotchemem^
Naturallv, oiie can oiilv ^mm
tnat the Kit wMtfr lies before ktr
ami her f ^
&
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j
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people and to raise their spirit to not of what we are given. Steinthe height of the great ideas/* berg writes that /" thousands of
"The trutM of faith/' Fraenkel American Jews, himself included,"*
goes on to say (page $0), "must have achieved it. He does not
be brought nearer to the people so show us how they did it so that we
that they may learn to understand can judge whether they did it
the divine content within them and -rightly, or how we in qur turn can
thus come to understand thc do it.
spiritual nature and inner worth
The contribution levied from the
of the forms which embody these writings of Milton Steinberg is of
truths."
There are "essential especial interest for us in this
truths " embodied in the forms of country in view of the recent disJudaism ; and it is " a •' task (I cussions of the alleged " anger *
think we should have said, a of our "young men." It touches
principal task) of the scholar to on the problem of Jewish creativity.
make them clear to ordinary folk. The word itself occupies a large
place in these pages, particularly in
Systematic Statement
those written under ReconstrucIt is an account of these essential tion "rst , inspiration ; but Steinoerg
truths which we should have notes soberly that Jewish men of
expected to find in the second part art and of letters/although they
of - this volume, that on philo- should respond to Jewish motifs,
sophies ; but here we meet with yet, "if at all typical, fail to do
He asks himself why. and
disappointment. There is too much so"
"fluidity,
ambivalence,
life-is- goes on (page 258): "The answers
stronger-than-logic outlook,*' too are many. Ignorance of Judaism,
blockings against
it,
little ** systematic statement." After psychic
all, it is just a systematic statement absorption in social issues so total
of essential truths which is as to leave room for nothing else,
mfeantjjy philosophy ; and it is just all th^se are episodes in the story.
"The."-nub, however; is that it
this which in every generation we
need, and which we expect to. must be_ so. Judaism is the
receive from our rabbis.
As secondary, ancillary civilisation of
Schechter himself observed, we American Jews. . . . Whence it
cannot go on for ever worshipping follows that the American Jewish
the God of our j&hers. The talk community, for all its size andabout history and<the " scientific resources, cannot be expected to*
knowledge of the whole of. maintain itself culturally. To put
Judaism" (!) is all very well in it bluntly, it is going to have to
theory ; but in practicevjt is apt live on the largesse of other, more
to appear either as fragmented into intensely Jewish, Jewries/*
scholastic pedantry or as generalMelancholy Reflection
ised in empty rhetoric. What is
needed, as this volume ' clearly
The hint is clear: and it may
recognises, is living spiritual food. w'ell be that, if Judaism is indeed
A striking passage from the late only a ** culture," American Jewish
Milton Steinberg (pages 248-9) creativeness may have to live off
states the " first imperative ** of the that of Israel. But it would then
movement to be the "retrieval of hardly be natural and ' hardly
God in Judaism/* True ; but truT American, and hardly in the full
God to be retrieved is presumably sense, creative. Reconstructionism
the God of Judaism. Steinberg seems to point to its own bankspeaks of a " God-faith which ruptcy. Vicarious living is no
enables us to comprehend the solution : and perhaps the secret of
universe the more thoroughly ; . lite angriness of the young men is
which invests it with meaning and that they resent leing told conpurposefuliKss ; which lends intel- stantly to be parasites on somebody
ligibility and sanction to our etscv^ But whether this is so or riot,
ethical values: which stimulates Steinberg's frank admission leads
us toward moral self-realisation to a melancholy reflection. Has
and the, broader service of our Conservative Judaism in America,
fellow-man : and which, last of all, even in its Reconstruction^ shape,
enables us to see our Jewishncss anything of its own to offer our
as a part"of a cosmic design un- generation? It was bqrn of a
negation (the negation of Reform).
folding on all sides of us." .Now
in its maturity it seems to see
This j s very fine, but as the
its
spiritual
life as the adventure
expression of the desideratum. It
.
is a, statement of what we require. of living elsewhere.

A CRISIS IN VALUES
Self-Ouestioning by Israeli Youth
By PAX JACdBSON
fought to establish and maintain longing for physical comfort. And
the State, the calmness and irony their guilt is aggravated by the fact
of her remarks about what her that it js the world "outside"—
generation JIOW has to do seem to Great Britain and the United-States
me in a way no less admirable. in particular—which speaks most
Tragedy and heroism, exaltation pressingly and—invitingly- to them >
and desjpair, these people have of the pleasures of private life.
known ; now they must learn to They feel that their own longings
tiufw the day-to-day.trivialities of are alien to their country.and to.
the life which people less •* lucky " '"themselves ; and yet when they look
than - themselves have
always around their own country they
known. The people J n Israel are know that what they once did
confident as they hJrVe never been they cannot do again, and that they
before—as they could never before cannot again become what they
afford to be—that what they built once were. The guilt they feel for
and fought for will survive. Only being attracted to the private life
now can they ask themselves what is married to their resentment of
it truly is that they have built and its humdrum and unJieroic nature.
fought for- Only now. can they
ask themselves how they are going
Country's Elite
to live a life which is not supported
by the great demands and rewards
1 anv_ speaking here of people
of a community in continual crisis, who can quite fairly be called the
in continual peril.
£lite of Israel—not only because of
what they did in the past but
^Vfrtiiw of Privacy
because they feel so sharply within
On the personal level, there is the/nselves a conflict of which
something curiously moving.in the -others know only one side. What
questions which this generation in seems certain' is that this conflict'
Israel is now being forced to ask is going to persist; and what seems
of itself. But the interest of this equally certain, to the present
se!f*questioning is more than per- writer at least, is that the conflict
It is healthy
sonal, for h is so closely involved is a healthy one.
because
it
is
a
symptom
of conwith what is called ''the crisis of
3
values- ? .ita Israel. The virtues, of fidence, as I have indicated; and
Sevoiton-~tcr~th€ 4>ecattse-tt"isrntcessaTyv in Israel
long much as in any other country, for
supreme in Israel that for young there to be debate and discussion
Israelis now it is a real effort to and even dissension between people
ind out what are ar could be the oa a level much deeper than mat
virmes of privacy, of the private of party politics. (Though it is
life, fit $s even ao effort for item obvious that this conflict will find
life cm its political expression^ uwx) . •
to believe that the pRrivate
p
l
iits own rear! Virtues, \ luevitaWy, a debate of this* kind
possibly lave
can n^ver be resolved; and one
fts owiilltaaouraWe claims J
Tbey feel guilty *bout their should not even wish; a ^resolution Xo find mdividual rather than for tt What *t best can happen,
and what - seems Already to be
happening in bfttet, is tttai tacb ot
even more guifly ttKHrt tiKir

the values will be infused in some
degree with the others: it is in this
way only4 that a supple,'distinctive
tradition:-of thoujght and feeling
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about -social and personal issues
can develop. The Israelis, will
never be able to forget, or tb do
without, the collective and selfsacrificial values of their own
immediate past, f^ut the spell of
peace and confidence the Israelis
have recently won for themselves
has made : it certain that these
values will never again be held as
simply and single-mindedly as they
once were.
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A group of •t*tm*HNsetf*bern youngsiers—waiting their turn to dance
io. iBdepcndcoce Day celebrationJ, Now that life is becotning morenormal in lsr»d the tftbims arc foced with a nfei for readjustment, a
problem described ia Ac *dj<nnin« article, m***m* by MARTIN KORETZ
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